Navigating choice in the face of uncertainty: using a theory informed qualitative approach to identifying potential patient barriers and enablers to participating in an early phase chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cell therapy trial
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ABSTRACT

Objectives Bench to bedside translation of groundbreaking treatments like chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cell therapy depends on patient participation in early phase trials. Unfortunately, many novel therapies fail to be adequately evaluated due to low recruitment rates, which slows patient access to emerging treatments. Using the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF), we sought to identify potential patient barriers and enablers to participating in an early phase CAR-T cell therapy trial.

Design We used qualitative semistructured interviews to identify potential barriers and enablers to patients' hypothetical participation in an early phase CAR-T cell therapy trial. We used the TDF and directed content analysis to identify relevant domains based on frequency, relevance and the presence of conflicting beliefs.

Participants Canadian adult patients diagnosed with haematological malignancies.

Results In total, we interviewed 13 participants (8 women, 5 men). Participants ranged in age from 18 to 73 (median=56) and had been living with haematological cancer from a few months to several years. We found participants were unfamiliar with CAR-T cell therapy but wished to know more about treatment safety, efficacy and trial logistics (domains: knowledge, beliefs about consequences). They were motivated by altruistic considerations, though many prioritised personal health and family concerns despite recognising the goals (ie, establishing safety) of early phase clinical trials (domains: goals, intentions). Every participant valued receiving medical advice from their haematologists and oncologists, though some preferred impartial medical experts to inform their decision making (domain: social influences). Finally, participants indicated that improving access to financial and social supports would improve their trial participation experience (domain: environmental context and resources).

Strengths and limitations of this study

► We sought to identify implementation barriers to trial participation in advance of a chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cell therapy trial to optimise recruitment strategies.
► We used a comprehensive, evidence-based framework (Theoretical Domains Framework) to identify potential barriers and enablers to trial participation.
► Patient voices were prioritised by ensuring patient views were sought out prior to trial launch and by involving patient partners in study design and analysis.
► Study participants were self-selected and may not fully represent the diversity of haematological cancer patients who may be eligible for a CAR-T cell therapy trial.
► Study results represent anticipated barriers and enablers based on participants' consideration of hypothetically participating in a CAR-T cell therapy trial.

Conclusion Using the TDF allowed us to identify factors that might undermine participation to a CAR-T cell therapy trial and to optimise recruitment processes by considering patient perspectives to taking part in early phase trials. Trial registration: NCT03765177; Pre-results.

Chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cell therapy is a promising new treatment for people with relapsed or refractory B cell leukaemia and lymphoma.1,2 A systematic review of early phase trials assessing the safety and efficacy of CAR-T cell therapy found that 77% of patients with acute lymphocytic
leukaemia and 54% of patients with other haematological malignancies that were treated with CD19 targeted CAR-T cells experienced a complete response.3 Efforts to refine production and improve toxicity management are ongoing but require further evaluation through rigorous early phase testing.4 Unfortunately, recruitment to adult cancer clinical trials remains a challenge, with participation rates ranging between 2% and 7%.5–7

Given the complex, resource-intensive and intricate nature of CAR-T cell therapy, recruitment strategies must be optimised to promote the timely evaluation of this novel therapy. Past research on patient barriers to participating in cancer clinical trials has underscored treatment arm preference, side effects, uncertain outcomes and the burden of participation, as key barriers to clinical trial participation while enablers have included expecting benefits, perceived low risk, altruistic considerations and hearing about trials from trusted physicians.6 8–12 Identified barriers and enablers that are specific to early phase cancer trials have included narrow eligibility criteria, design concerns, safety and toxicity issues, and patient refusals.13–15 Patient reasons for declining participation have included fear of side effects, expecting little benefit, declining health and being in good health.16 Motivations for participating in early phase trials include expecting health benefits, the absence of alternative treatment options and hearing about the trial from trusted healthcare providers.17–21

The role of physicians in encouraging trial participation has also been emphasised as an important factor as physicians may provide biased or unclear explanations of trial details.8 22–24 One study found that physicians who successfully recruited patients into trials were more likely to provide information regarding trial benefits, address patient concerns, explain side effects and offer resources to manage patient anxiety than those who were less successful at recruiting patients.23 Physicians have also identified barriers to screening for early phase clinical trials, including concerns over safety, narrowly defined inclusion criteria, and time and resource constraints (see Castillo et al. 2021. Hematologists’ barriers and enablers to screening and recruiting patients to a Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) T cell therapy trial: A theory informed interview study; forthcoming). Though some work has begun to explore how to optimise strategies for improving trial recruitment by drawing on theory,25–27 most strategies for improving trial recruitment rates are seldom theoretically driven.25 Instead, many interventions focus on providing participants with information regarding clinical trials using various modalities (eg, video, website) and have had moderate or inconsistent effects on subsequent trial participation.28–31 This indicates a need for designing novel, fit-for-purpose strategies that go beyond information provision to ones that harness the cumulative evidence base associated with theory-informed approaches.32

The Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) was developed to synthesise the key factors across theories of behaviour and behaviour change into 12 domains.33 The framework was then validated and expanded into 14 domains.34 The domains include factors known to affect decisions and actions and can be used to probe which barriers and enablers in which domains might be influencing a particular decision. The TDF is distinct from other approaches in that its breadth facilitates identification of particular anticipated barriers/enablers for a given trial and sets the stage for linking barriers and enablers to strategies that are consistent with behavioural change theory and tailored to a given trial’s anticipated barriers/enablers.35 36 We aimed to use this comprehensive framework to identify the breadth of anticipated and unanticipated (to the trial team) barriers and enablers to hypothetically participating in the first investigator-led Canadian CAR-T cell therapy trial for haematological malignancies. By using the TDF to identify anticipated barriers and enablers prior to trial launch, we aimed to inform strategies to support patients considering participation in the CAR-T cell therapy trial.

**METHODS**

We used the TDF to guide qualitative study design, data collection and analysis.36 37 We conducted qualitative semistructured interviews to identify potential barriers and enablers to participation in an early phase CAR-T cell therapy clinical trial and used the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative studies to guide the reporting of this study.38

**Patient and public involvement in research**

Patient partners provided guidance and feedback on interview guide development and the interpretation of results as described below.

**Interview guide development**

We defined our target behaviour according to the Action, Actor, Context, Target, Time framework that specifies target behaviours according to ‘who needs to do what differently,’ when, and in what context (see online supplemental file 1 for how the target behaviour was defined).39 We used the validated version of the TDF to develop interview questions and prompts to elicit views on factors that might impede or facilitate participation.33 34 Eligibility for the CAR-T trial was not assessed as part of this study. However, participants were asked to imagine they were eligible and to respond to hypothetical questions regarding potential barriers and enablers to trial participation. To ensure our questions were relevant and the phrasing was clear, we sought feedback from clinicians and piloted our interview guide with collaborating patient partners (TH and SS). The full interview guide is provided as online supplemental file 1.

**Sampling strategy**

The planned CAR-T trial is being offered to patients with refractory or relapsed acute lymphocytic leukaemia,
chronic lymphocytic leukaemia and B cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma who have no other treatment options available. We opted to recruit adult patients who had been diagnosed with any type of haematological malignancy given that this patient population may be asked to participate in similar early phase immunotherapy cancer trials at some point in their illness trajectory and, therefore, serve as a useful analogue for identifying potential barriers and enablers to CAR-T therapy participation. Regardless, every effort was made to recruit patients who would likely be eligible for the proposed CAR-T trial. Prospective participants were referred to the study team by haematologists from two academic hospitals located in urban centres in Ontario and British Columbia (Canada). A national non-profit organisation also distributed emails through their local chapters so that members of the non-profit who expressed interest in participating in an interview could contact the research team. We followed the 10+3 rule to determine our target sample size and gauge whether we had collected enough data to delineate our conceptual themes while minimising participant burden.40

Analysis

Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed using the qualitative data analysis software NVivo Pro V.11. Data instances (ie, interview excerpts) were deductively coded into domains by three members of the research team (SA, GC and MF) according to existing guidelines.33 34 37 SA and MF independently coded the first 10 interviews and GC and MF independently coded the last three interviews. Analysts met to discuss their coding strategies and resolve discrepancies. When analysts disagreed, they coded data instances into all domains for which an acceptable rationale was provided and noted what aspects of the data instance corresponded with identified domains. Double-coding was used to ensure our analyses did not exclude elements in the data due to a single analyst’s interpretation.

We then conducted a directed content analysis using the TDF as the guiding framework.37 41 Data instances within a given domain were inductively and deductively analysed for novel and expected domain specific content. A descriptive label or ‘belief statement’ was assigned to each data instance representing underlying beliefs, ideas and attitudes expressed by participants. Belief statements were then revised, compared and grouped into domain-specific subthemes based on similar qualities (eg, belief statements representing various concerns regarding treatment side effects). Belief statements and associated subthemes were further examined and grouped into broader within-domain categories where appropriate.

Counts were generated for data instances at the belief statement, subtheme and category level. Tables were generated showcasing categories, subthemes, belief statements, the number of participants that endorsed a specific belief and the frequency with which a belief appeared in the data set (see online supplemental file 2, for a comprehensive list of belief statements, subthemes, and frequency counts). We conducted a member check of our emerging analyses by providing a patient partner (TH) with a written summary of results (see online supplemental file 3).42 Feedback from TH informed our analysis of which beliefs were the most relevant to understanding participation in clinical trials. By considering the strength and relevance of beliefs, the presence of conflicting beliefs, and the frequency with which they occurred in the data set, we were able to identify key domains.37 Subthemes were compared across relevant domains to identify broad patterns in the data. Recurring themes and ideas that transcended key domains were synthesised into global themes representing the most important factors impacting the decision to participate in a CAR-T cell therapy trial.

RESULTS

Interviews

Interviews were collected between October 2017 and June 2018. The first 10 interviews were conducted by SA, a woman-identified research coordinator with a master’s degree in health systems management, and the last three interviews were conducted by GC, a woman-identified research coordinator with a master’s degree in psychology. Both interviewers were trained in using the TDF and received guidance and feedback from an expert in TDF methodology and behaviour change theory (JP). SA and GC introduced themselves as research staff and stated the general goals of the research (to identify barriers and enablers to trial participation) as part of the consent process. Interviews were conducted over the phone (n=7) or in person (n=6). Caregivers were present during four interviews. Interviews were audio recorded and ranged in length from 25 to 63 min (median=40 min). Written consent was obtained from every participant.

Participants

Thirteen people living with different types of haematological cancers (eight men and five women) participated in interviews. None of the participants who contacted the research team refused to participate or dropped out of the study. Most participants (n=8) were recruited by their haematologists and five were identified by a non-profit organisation. Nine participants lived in Ontario and four lived in British Columbia. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 73 (median=56) and had been living with cancer from a few months to several years. Seven participants had a form of leukaemia. Two had acute lymphocytic leukaemia, one had chronic lymphocytic leukaemia and four had other diagnoses. Six participants had lymphoma with four specifying non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and three specifying B cell lymphomas. Eight participants were undergoing treatment at the time of the interview and five were in remission. Every patient had received at least one round of chemotherapy, half had received three or more rounds of chemotherapy, and three participants had undergone a bone marrow transplant. Two participants...
had prior experience participating in a clinical trial but none had experience participating in immunotherapy trials or early phase cancer trials. All participants were interviewed during the design phase of the planned CAR-T cell therapy trial.

**Saturation**

Data saturation occurs when no new themes emerge in the data. According to the 10+3 rule, saturation is achieved when no new shared themes appear in the last three interviews.⁴⁰ We did not find new subthemes in the last three interviews for 15 out of the 14 domains. A new subtheme was identified in the Reinforcement domain in the thirteenth interview, however, given that the reinforcement domain was not identified as a key domain, this is not likely to diminish credibility of the results presented.

**Key domains and global themes**

Six domains were identified as relevant to understanding barriers and enablers to participating in an early phase CAR-T cell therapy trial: Beliefs about Consequences, Knowledge, Social Influence, Intentions, Goals, and Environmental Context and Resources. Key domain subthemes were organised into four global themes. Themes are briefly described below and are then discussed in detail.

The first global theme, Navigating Choice in the Face of Uncertainty (domains: knowledge, beliefs about consequences, goals) characterises the dilemma of high stakes decision making as it applies to participating in an early phase CAR-T cell therapy trial. These considerations were heavily influenced by the second theme, Trusting the Experts (domain: social influence), where patients described the importance of reviewing trial options with their physicians before making a decision to participate. The third global theme, Ambivalent Intentions (domain: intention), represents the difficulty in arriving at a firm position, or intent, on whether or not to participate. The last global theme, Enabling Resources (domains: environmental context and resources, social influence), describes the material and social resources that may influence participation and enhance patient experiences during the trial. Table 1 presents subthemes, example belief statements and representative quotes for each global theme and associated domains.

**Global theme 1: navigating choice in the face of uncertainty**

Participants demonstrated varied levels of knowledge about CAR-T cell therapy. Some (n=8) had heard about CAR-T cells from doctors, national organisations, and the news while others reported never having heard of them before the interview (n=5). Regardless, most expressed a desire to know more about treatment safety (n=11) and efficacy (n=10), including remission and survival rates as compared with other treatment options. Participants wished to know more about trial logistics (n=10) and agreed that receiving accessible trial information (n=7) online (n=4) and in written formats (n=6) that could be shared with family and caregivers was important to them (domain: knowledge).

The need for information was born out of concerns over side effects (n=7), including the risk of death (n=2) (domain: beliefs about consequences). Other participants were more concerned with reducing the experience of pain and discomfort (n=4) (domain: goals). One participant who had recently relapsed after receiving three rounds of chemotherapy indicated that they would prioritise quality of life over survival given their older age (domain: goals).

Despite these concerns, nine participants were motivated to participate in a clinical trial for the benefit of others though one participant indicated that altruism was not a motivating factor (domain: goals). Two explained their altruistic motivation as having ‘nothing to lose but lots to gain’. Most participants were also motivated by the prospect of achieving progression-free survival (n=10) or a cure (n=5) despite having been informed that the purpose of an early phase CAR-T trial would be to assess safety (domains: beliefs about consequences, goals). Given the high risks and rewards associated with CAR-T cell therapy, a young woman who had experienced complications during chemotherapy and had recently recovered from a bone marrow transplant likened early phase trial participation to a game of ‘Russian roulette’ (domain: Beliefs about Consequences), emphasising the complexity and severity of deciding to participate in an early phase trial given the uncertain outcomes:

R: ... it’s this like thing that could potentially cure me and it could be really good for me but also I could die from it, you know, it’s freaky to think like oh this could cure me it’s like Russian roulette. It’s like this could be the bullet or this could not.

Participant #11

**Global theme 2: trusting the experts**

Every participant (n=13) wished to hear about a CAR-T cell therapy trial directly from their haematologist or oncologist and indicated they valued their specialist’s opinion (domain: social influences). When asked whose input they would want when considering participation, one participant responded:

R: My hematologist yeah. I mean they’re like the group of seven, they’re all a whole bunch of painters, you know, and they all sit together and discuss which I’m so fortunate. So yeah from the team from the haematology team that would be beneficial if it came from [them].

Participant #4

**Global theme 3: ambivalent intentions**

Most participants (n=11) wavered in their intentions suggesting they would participate if they knew they would benefit from doing so (n=9), if they had few other treatment...
| Global theme 1: navigating choice in the face of uncertainty |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Relevant domains                | Subtheme                         | Sample belief statements*       | Sample quotes                   |
| Knowledge                       | CAR-T cell therapy knowledge gaps (potential barrier) | I did not know about CAR-T cells before this interview. (5) | “No to be frank with you I don’t really know very much [laugh] about that.” - Participant #12 |
|                                 |                                 | I would like to know more about treatment efficacy. (10) | “I guess I would want them to sort of have a fairly good sense as to whether or not overall it was gonna be beneficial for me long-term or, you know, especially in comparison with what other treatment modalities are available to me.” - Participant #8 |
|                                 |                                 | I would like to know more about the safety and side effects of CAR-T. (11) | “You know and possible side effects and what any side effects like you were saying and what if there’s any back-up plan to, you know, like you saying reversing those side effects. Or I know there’s no guarantee about anything but just if there was a plan implemented to mitigate most or whatever could be done to reverse the side effects or treat the side effects appropriately and to know all the risks of doing the trial.” - Participant #7 |
|                                 | Trials Information              | I would like to know more about the logistics of participating in a CAR-T trial. (10) | “I think that would depend on like what would be the logistics? I’m supposing that it would be done at or around the hospital but in other words is there something which could be done at hospital, at home? Is it all hospital? Depending on, on the nature of the tests and trials and so forth is it once/week or once every 3 weeks, you know those kinds of things. So, it would be important to know what the logistics would be to say, you know, can I manage this?” - Participant #13 |
|                                 | Delivery Methods                | I would like accessible information. (7) | “I think paper and online both, but I think making the information as like I don’t know striking a balance between being very detailed and still being like using accessible language. And I don’t know I’m a big fan of infographics and stats and percentages but obviously there wouldn’t be that many that much of that because that’s the whole point of doing the clinical trial to get that information.” - Participant #5 |
|                                 |                                 | I would like written trial information. (6) | “Just maybe like a book, I found like the transplant information books and everything very helpful even though it is explained to you. When a bunch of information like that is thrown at you, you don’t really absorb all of it.” - Participant #11 |
|                                 |                                 | I would like to get trial information online or from a website. (4) | “Well websites are good when there’s a lot of information.” - Participant #8 |
| Beliefs about Consequences      | Treatment benefits              | CAR-T cell therapy may be a more tolerable alternative to chemo and BMIs. (6) | “[laugh] If there’s something that works as well or better than the strains of the chemotherapy well then it’s an easy answer to hear that you want to see that.” -Participant #3 |
|                                 | Health benefits                 | CAR-T cell therapy may help achieve remission or find a cure. (8) | “So if you can achieve remission and it just doesn’t come back then, you know, that’s to me that’s a huge benefit and, like the chemo I have only been doing it for 5 months and it’s taken a big toll on my body. And, you know, I’m way weaker than I was and way less energy and all that stuff. I still got another almost 2 years left of it. So yeah I guess that would be the biggest benefit being cured of leukemia without the long-term effects of chemo.” - Participant #1 |
|                                 |                                 | I am concerned about the potential side effects and safety of CAR-T. (7) | “Yeah it would be the level of advancement on that off switch. And the risk of, you know, how much work had been done on the safety I guess and the risk of dying or the other negative side effects.” - Participant #1 |
|                                 | Side effects and safety         | I’m concerned about the risk of death. (2) | “Because we’re all different and this could work for a hundred people and kill one and I could be that one so I would be nervous about that.” - Participant #2 |
|                                 | (barrier)                       | ‘It’s like Russian roulette’ participating is a high risk, high reward situation. (4) | “… it’s this thing that could potentially cure me and it could be really good for me but also I could die from it, you know, it’s freaky to think like this could cure me. It’s like Russian roulette. It’s like this could be the bullet or this could not.” - Participant #11 |
|                                 | Evaluating risk                 |                                     |                                    |
|                                 | (barrier/enabler)               |                                     |                                    |
|                                 | Goals                           | Surviving is important to me (self-preservation) (10) | “You know I’m still gonna, I’m fighting, I’m fighting tooth and nail and, you know, I’m gonna do whatever I can and hope that, you know, somewhere, sometime that we come up with something that will give a person a better survival rate and time, you know, so about time”. Participant #7 |
|                                 |                                 | Achieving long-term remission or a cure is important to me (5) | “So if this is something that for instance has the possibility of them saying okay you go through this and maybe you won’t need treatment again in the future or the chances of you needing treatment again in the future is reduced significantly then that would be, that would be a real positive for me. That would be something I’d want to know from the haematologists, … So it, if a CAR T type of therapy if you can get a response like the so-called cure where you essentially have such a good remission that you’re not worried about it anymore then that’s something that’s worthwhile.” - Participant #8 |
|                                 |                                 | Helping future generations is important to me. (9) | “I think primarily to know that it’s advantageous for people that have just been newly diagnosed. And of course survival, you know, I’ve got a grandson. Yeah, yeah but I think, you know, I think a big part of me just wants to see in that there’s a benefit for people. I’m gonna cry now. For people, you know, in the future yeah. Not have to go through what I went through, yeah.” - Participant #4 |
|                                 |                                 | I am not motivated by altruistic considerations. (1) | “I think the way in which it’s framed to me the way in which it’s presented. And like if it’s presented as a way to help other people and to kind of, me to be an experiment essentially then I wouldn’t feel so good about it.” - Participant #5 |
|                                 | Altruism                        | Reducing the experience of pain and discomfort important to me. (4) | “Whereas I was just like in the beginning before the chemo kicked in I was like oh yeah do whatever and then it was like okay I’m done with this we’re gonna do what works and do what’s gonna cause me the least pain and in the least amount of time. And then I’m gonna get out of here, you know.” - Participant #11 |
|                                 | (enabler)                       | Quality of life is important to me. (3) | “…there are a lot of people ... who will do the different things to stretch out life. And I think that’s your choice, but I think quality of life is more important than the quantity, the actual timeline.” - Participant #13 |

**Global theme 2: trusting the experts**

Continued
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant domains</th>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Sample belief statements*</th>
<th>Sample quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Influence</td>
<td>Haematologists and oncologists (enabler)</td>
<td>I trust my haematologist or oncologist and would want their opinion. (13)</td>
<td>“My haematologist yeah. I mean they’re like the group of seven, you know, they’re all a whole bunch of painters, and they all sit together and discuss which I’m so fortunate. So yeah from the haematology team that would be beneficial if it came from (hospital), yeah.” - Participant #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthcare system (enabler)</td>
<td>I can count on the healthcare system when things are tough. (11)</td>
<td>“Because when I talk to anybody my friends or anybody I always mention how I don’t want to hear anybody complain about the (province) healthcare system because I’ve been, the care has been phenomenal for me.” - Participant #10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family and friends (enabler)</td>
<td>I would be the most influenced by my doctor friends. (2)</td>
<td>“I think my medical doctor friends would be the most influential because they would inform me in how I would inform my husband too because he’s not kind of medically oriented in how he thinks. So he would be relying heavily on me to explain sort of the risks and possible benefits and all that stuff. So yeah I think it would be my medical doctor friends.” - Participant #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No intent</td>
<td>I would not participate in a CAR-T clinical trial. (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intent to participate</td>
<td>I would participate in a CAR-T clinical trial. (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conditional intent</td>
<td>I would be willing to try CAR-T cell therapy if I stand to gain from it. (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘I’m game to try it but at the same time it’s like well if I’m not gonna be getting the drug say in like the what is it randomised ones where you’re just getting something that looks like the drug. Would I really want to do something like that?’ - Participant #7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘I’d say if I didn’t have any other decent options I guess like if I’m told after this next round whatever it is and it doesn’t work if I’m told I’m sorry that’s really all we can do for you, I’d probably be very inclined to go into a study like that.’ - Participant #6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘If my own haematologist felt that it was a worthwhile thing to try I’d probably consider it.’ - Participant #8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘I think I’d honestly feel much less comfortable because safety I feel like is just it has more negative conations with devastating side effects or minor side effects whereas (efficacy) is more associated with change for the better and growth and recovery. And yeah I would feel much less confident if it was phrased as testing the safety of this because then you think oh what’s going to happen to me?’ Participant #5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Global theme 3: ambivalent intentions

| Intentions | No intent | I would not participate in a CAR-T clinical trial. (4) |
| | Intent to participate | I would participate in a CAR-T clinical trial. (4) |
| | Conditional intent | I would be willing to try CAR-T cell therapy if I stand to gain from it. (9) |
| | | ‘Hmm the safety of CAR T-cells yeah that might be the only reason that I might hesitate to participate, especially when I feel okay right now. I don’t know if participating in that stage of the trial would benefit me.’ - Participant #9 |
| | | ‘I think we can make our voice known right now that yes, definitely we’d be interested in participating.’ - Participant #3 |
| | | ‘I’m game to try it but at the same time it’s like well if I’m not gonna be getting the drug say in like the what is it randomised ones where you’re just getting something that looks like the drug. Would I really want to do something like that?’ - Participant #7 |
| | | ‘I’d say if I didn’t have any other decent options I guess like if I’m told after this next round whatever it is and it doesn’t work if I’m told I’m sorry that’s really all we can do for you, I’d probably be very inclined to go into a study like that.’ - Participant #6 |
| | | ‘If my own haematologist felt that it was a worthwhile thing to try I’d probably consider it.’ - Participant #8 |
| | | ‘I think I’d honestly feel much less comfortable because safety I feel like is just it has more negative conations with devastating side effects or minor side effects whereas (efficacy) is more associated with change for the better and growth and recovery. And yeah I would feel much less confident if it was phrased as testing the safety of this because then you think oh what’s going to happen to me?’ Participant #5 |

### Global theme 4: enabling resources

| Environmental Context and Resources | Enabling resources (enabler) | Having parking and transportation paid for would help me attend appointments. (11) |
| | | ‘Sure I mean obviously any benefit is more than welcomed. You know, as I’ve mentioned to you before, you know, the parking, of course, is a bit of a financial burden but, you know, we do have mechanisms in place. But yeah just knowing that you can come and go without that sort of, you know, burden would be beneficial for sure.’ - Participant #4 |
| | | Having medication covered would be helpful. (3) |
| | | ‘Yeah just coverage really it’s just the only thing like I could possibly think of.’ - Participant #11 |
| | | It would help to have child care services covered. (2) |
| | | ‘I mean if you’ve got people with kids that need childcare to be able to be part of the process well you do have to think of those, those aspects.’ - Participant #3 |
| | | It would help to cover caregiver costs (3) |
| | | ‘Mm hmm definitely caregiver and transportation. I was lucky that I had my mom but if things had gone even remotely differently and she hadn’t been able to get time off from work and if she hadn’t had another alternative source of income which she does. She gets a pension from where she worked for a few decades. That’s where we’re from and that’s where I was born and that is a very stabilising source of income in her life and in my family’s life, but like if she hadn’t had that then things would have been different.’ - Participant #5 |
| | | would need to have accommodations covered to participate in a CAR-T trial (2) |
| | | ‘I’m not sure just like is this a daily thing that is done or weekly or every 2 weeks that would make a difference. I’d have to look at housing and for my wife as well. She would travel with me in all likelihood anyway. So housing would be a big thing. Yeah eat, of course, but you have to eat wherever you are so that’s, you know, of.’ - Participant #6 |
| | | I do not need any expenses covered. (6) |
| | | ‘Yeah fortunately we’re 10-15 min away from the hospital so it’s not as if we’re, we’re travelling from the country to be, to be doing this so that’s, that’s one aspect it’s, it’s much easier for us so.’ - Participant #3 |
| Social Influence | Desired social supports (enabler) | Access to social workers, counseling, and social resources. (3) |
| | | ‘I guess just greater follow-up with social workers in terms of getting access to employment insurance for example and just ways to not use the system but just like use the resources that are available to you to your advantage because the regular person doesn’t know how to apply for things like, you know, [non-profit offering financial assistance] what that even is. I didn’t know what that was until I was suddenly presented with all these pills that I had to take daily. And so yeah definitely greater social work or whatever is involved in those kind of processes in health.’ - Participant #5 |
| | | Having a health advocate or support person is critical. (5) |
| | | ‘When things are less than life and death, no our system is a little too backlogged. Various specialists are hard to get into unless you have somebody really fighting for you. You have to be your own advocate in some cases but you almost have to have a little way in a little backdoor or know somebody in some cases as well. Or you have to be willing to stand your ground and make a fuss with certain people and it is kind of sad that way.’ - Participant #8 |

*Numbers in brackets indicate how many participants endorsed a specific belief statement. CAR, chimeric antigen receptor.
options (n=6), if their participation would help others (n=4) and if their doctor asked them to participate (n=3) (domain: intention).

I’d say if I didn’t have any other decent options I guess like if I’m told after this next round whatever it is and it doesn’t work if I’m told, I’m sorry that’s really all we can do for you, I’d probably be very inclined to go into a study like that.

Participant #6

Two participants suggested that they would be more willing to participate in an efficacy trial than a safety trial (domain: intention).

Global theme 4: enabling resources

Participants agreed that having participation-related expenses paid for would alleviate the financial burden associated with attending frequent appointments. Participants indicated parking and transportation (n=11), medication (n=3) and childcare services (n=2) would be important resources to cover (domain: environmental context and resources). Caregiver costs (n=3) and accommodations (n=2) were important for those who anticipated having to travel long distances to participate in a trial (domain: environmental context and resources). One participant who routinely travelled several hours to receive treatment indicated that associated costs were a significant barrier and source of stress (domain: environmental context and resources). Conversely, some interviewees (n=6) indicated that they would not need any resources covered because they lived close to the hospital and did not mind paying for transportation (domain: environmental context and resources).

Some participants wished for greater access to social workers and psychological counselling (n=3) (domain: social influences). Others experienced difficulties accessing medical information and suggested a patient advocate would be helpful for presenting clinical trial options (n=5) and for accessing specialists who may be difficult to contact (domain: social influences):

When things are less than life and death, no our system is a little too backlogged. Various specialists are hard to get into unless you have somebody really fighting for you.

Participant #8

DISCUSSION

We sought to identify barriers and enablers to hypothetically participating in a planned CAR-T cell therapy trial and found that participants were often ambivalent in their views. Participants expressed wanting to know more about CAR-T cell therapy and the logistics of the upcoming trial. They expressed concerns about potential side effects and the impact of trial participation on their quality of life. Many stated they were motivated by the promise of improved health despite stating that they understood the trial would primarily test for safety. Participants indicated that receiving information from specialists was valued and that having expenses covered and accessing social support might address financial and social barriers and improve the quality of their experience during the trial. These factors contributed to ambivalent intentions regarding trial participation. Though participants indicated that having no other treatment options would increase their likelihood of participation, the barriers and enablers identified in this study suggest that other factors likely contribute to patient decision making.

Accessible information

Accessible knowledge about CAR-T cell therapy that could be shared with loved ones was identified as a potential enabler suggesting trial details should be offered to prospective patients and their caregivers in multiple and accessible formats (eg, printed, verbal, online) to facilitate decision-making. Though information-based strategies do not always improve trial comprehension43 or recruitment rates,30 providing simplified consent forms and greater opportunities for patient–researcher conversations may increase patient comprehension levels.44 Using decision aids may be one way to support patients in making autonomous, informed decisions rather than deferring to physician recommendations. Ongoing research suggests that decision aids may increase comprehension of trial information and reduce decisional conflict and decisional regret without biasing participant decisions about whether to participate,45–47 though more research is needed in this area.48 49

Comparative data

Participants in this study were motivated by the potential for health benefits and simultaneously expressed concerns over side effects. These findings resonate with Houghton et al’s conceptual model which indicates that prospective randomised controlled trial participants will consider what they stand to gain or lose, altruistic motives, social influences and the burden of participation.10 However, unique to the early phase cancer trial context is that patients often express therapeutic misconception (believing the intent of the trial is to benefit them)31 50 and unrealistic optimism (believing they will experience better outcomes than others),18 19 posing ethical challenges for trialists.51

Consistent with existing guidance on developing decision aids for clinical trials,46 it will, thus, be important to present CAR-T cell therapy safety and efficacy findings with an emphasis on how safety and efficacy data compare to usual care and other available options. Though the threat of adverse events remains, the likelihood of experiencing adverse side effects may be comparable to treatments they have already endured. Likewise, reiterating the probability of experiencing a health benefit using non-biased language may enable prospective trial participants to make an informed decision rather than remaining shrouded in uncertainty or expecting health benefits when they cannot be guaranteed. Up-to-date systematic reviews provide an ideal source for describing the state of the evidence and provide a basis for developing accessible materials for patients and caregivers.3 Patients can then be engaged in comparative imaginings of future outcomes to aid with their decision-making process.32
Role of haematologists and navigators

Physicians have a clear role in helping patients formulate a decision regarding trial participation. However, given the multiple demands on physicians’ time, patients could be directed to a patient navigator for trial information and social support. Patients who received support from patient navigators reported improved comprehension of clinical trials and a higher than average consent rate.52,53 Patient navigators may be a feasible strategy for meeting some patient needs during trial recruitment and participation. However, this warrants further research into the training necessary to ensure navigators do not inadvertently influence prospective trial participants (eg, by using personal narratives to convey information).34,35

Financial and social resources

Participants indicated that having expenses like parking and transportation, accommodation and childcare covered would enable their participation. This is notable as parking costs have been identified as a significant source of financial toxicity that may impact cancer care.56 Social and financial resources should be allocated according to individual need to ensure that those who require greater assistance are not excluded from trial participation due to financial or social barriers. It will be important to remain transparent about what support is available to ensure equitable access to resources given the funding constraints of the trial.

Strengths

We used a comprehensive, evidence-based framework to ensure our findings on barriers and enablers cast a sufficiently wide net to capture likely impediments to participating in an early phase clinical trial. An advantage of the TDF is that key identified domains can be linked to evidence-based fit for purpose strategies to address barriers and enablers.32 Future research may seek to develop theory-driven strategies to better support patient decision making by mapping the barriers and enablers identified in this study to behaviour change techniques.37 Moreover, to the extent that other patient groups share similar barriers and enablers, similar strategies may serve to inform other similar trials.

We also prioritised patient voices by speaking with them in advance of the trial to ensure their perspectives were integrated in the trial design. Involving patient partners in this interview study helped to ensure our focus remained on patient identified priorities. Involving patient partners will continue as the trial progresses to ensure the research process remains relevant to patients. For example, patient partners have provided feedback on the trial protocol, consent forms, visual aids, and lay summaries, and in developing plans to organise a patient peer support panel.38

Limitations

As the trial had not yet begun, the aim of the present study was to identify anticipated challenges to inform efforts to optimise early phase trial conduct once the trial was launched. One limitation of this study is that we captured hypothetical barriers and enablers to participating in a planned CAR-T cell therapy trial. There is an opportunity for future research to document experienced barriers and enablers to participating in CAR-T cell therapy trials during the trials to assess any additional experienced barriers/enablers and whether the trial recruitment activities sufficiently addressed anticipated barriers/enablers identified here.

Second, those who are most likely to participate in research often experience fewer logistical barriers, prefer interviews over other types of designs, are altruistically motivated, and value research.59 This may be why nearly half of interview participants indicated they did not need any resources to participate in a trial, which may not fully reflect the realities of prospective trial participants. Nevertheless, a number of barriers were identified in these participants, indicating that even a motivated subset of participants with few resource barriers may face challenges in participating that are worth addressing in the design and conduct of the trial. More work is needed to understand the experiences of patients who face multiple socioeconomic barriers.

Finally, though participants varied in age, treatment course and length of time living with cancer, there were no discernable patterns indicating that barriers and enablers differed across these dimensions. We also did not collect information on race and ethnicity. Future research should aim to understand how these factors may impact participant decision making and trial participation experiences.

CONCLUSION

Using qualitative methods guided by a comprehensive framework enabled us to identify barriers and enablers before the trial, affording us the opportunity to develop trial specific strategies based on trial-specific barriers and enablers to improve recruitment procedures. Using the TDF may prove useful to inform the development of other early phase trials by ensuring that any unexpected barriers can be addressed to improve participation rates to early phase clinical trials and ultimately accelerate access to promising lifesaving therapies.
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